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A minute change in human body temperature can get one collapsed permanently.
If this is the case with human body, one might wonder what would be the case with
Earth. The result is the greenhouse. The main function of the greenhouse gases (GHG’s)
is to tap energy from the sun and prevent the heat energy escaping to space, thus
sustaining life on earth. Because of increased human activity, industrialization, and
deforestation, the concentration of the GHG’s in the atmosphere has increased, resulting
in a temperature rise. Considering the effects of temperature rise, caused by the GHG’s,
one should know the ways to minimize them. In order to do this, an estimation of the
amount of GHG’s is important. The CASA model is one such model that estimate the
GHG’s and also the amount of carbon in the atmosphere by estimating the Net Ecosystem
Productivity (NEP) and Net Primary Productivity (NPP).
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A minute change in human body temperature makes one sick. The change can be
to such an extent that one could possibly die. If this is the case with the human body, one
might wonder how a change like this might affect the Earth. The result of rise in
temperature is the greenhouse effect. The main function of the greenhouse gases (GHG)
is to tap the energy from the sun and prevent the heat energy from escaping back to
space, thus sustaining life on earth. Because of increased human activity,
industrialization, and deforestation, the concentration of the greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere has increased, causing a rise in temperature. This rise in temperature is
referred to as global warming.
In observing the temperatures of the past century, warmest temperatures have
been recorded in the past two decades, with 2005 being the hottest year followed by years
1998, 2002, 2003 and 2004. Over the past thirty years, the Earth has warmed by 0.6° C or
1.08° F. Over the past one hundred years, it has warmed by 0.8° C or 1.44° F [1]. The
temperature rise has adverse effects on the living chain. The consequences of the rise in
temperature include sea levels rising, melting of the polar ice caps, global warming which
further leads to drought and deforestation (by forest fires), decrease in the quantity of
moisture, extinction of living beings and increased global warming. Keeping in mind the
causes and effects of this rise in temperature; one should know the ways to minimize or
1

decrease them. In order to do this, one should first know the methods of estimating the
amount of GHG’s and then apply relevant methods to decrease them. Several methods
can be followed to estimate the amount of GHG’s and other energy exchanges between
the atmosphere and biosphere. The continuous field model, the Vegetation Ecosystem
Modeling and Analysis Project (VEMAP) and the CASA model are a few of the models
that estimate the amount of carbon in the atmosphere. 6.5 billion tons of CO2 are released
into the earth’s atmosphere each year [2].

Background

Carbon Sequestration
Carbon sequestration is the storage of carbon through a biological process such as
fossil formation, a chemical process, such as acid rain, or a physical process such as
volcanic eruptions. The carbon that is usually stored is the carbon that is absorbed from
the atmosphere. The carbon sequestration helps in reducing global warming by
decreasing the amount of carbon that is present in the atmosphere and storing it in a solid
form.
Carbon sequestration is a growing problem today because of the technology
development and industrialization. It is the biggest problem that the environment faces.
The carbon sequestration problem, if not addressed, may have an adverse effect in the
future on the plants, the environment, humans, and the whole Earth. Global warming is a
consequence of the carbon sequestration from burning fossil fuels.

2

The combined effort of many countries for the mitigation of the greenhouse gases
came into existence via the Kyoto protocol [3].

Kyoto Protocol
Kyoto Protocol is an international agreement about climate change. The main
objective behind the development of the Kyoto protocol is the stabilization of the climate.
It sets goals for countries to reduce the greenhouse gases like methane, carbon, and
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). The protocol was adopted in Kyoto, Japan on December 11,
1997 and has been effective since February 16, 2005.
The protocol aims to reduce the GHG’s, helping countries reach their goal by
means of marketing such as:
a) Emission trading, which is known as the ‘Carbon Market’ or ‘Carbon Credits’
b) Clean development mechanism
c) Joint implementation
By emission trading it does not mean encouraging the GHG and trade them to
other countries in order to reach their target. Emission trading means the redistribution of
emitted carbon and other GHG.

Carbon Credit
The Kyoto protocol sets a price for carbon gas. According to the protocol, each
country has an allowance of carbon that can be released into the atmosphere. This
limitation in turn sets a cutoff point for the carbon released by industries. Industries
which have not used their allowance can trade the carbon with industries that have
3

exceeded the limit, thus balancing the overall cutoff. Industries that have emissions below
the allowed quota are said to possess Carbon Credits. Industries can trade the carbon for a
monetary value or for other purposes in the open market. Those industries which have
exceeded the allowed quota can either employ superior machinery to limit the carbon
released or trade the carbon with other industries.
The carbon credits provide flexibility for the industries. The carbon can be traded
not only within the country, but it can also be a trading among nations thus leading to a
collective balance and decrease in the amount of carbon that is released into the
atmosphere.

Source and Sink
Source and Sink of a particular region are estimated by the net amount of carbon,
that a particular region or country emits or absorbs. If a region emits carbon, then it is
called a source of carbon, and if a region absorbs carbon, then it is a sink of carbon. Since
the Net Ecosystem Productivity (NEP) and Net Primary Productivity (NPP) indicate the
amount the carbon that is being absorbed, hence NEP or NPP also give an estimation of
source or sink. A positive NEP indicates a sink while a negative NEP indicates a source
[4].
Determining the source and sink plays an important role in decision making,
designing new methods and technology, and controlling the amount of carbon released.

4

IPCC and Global Warming
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is an organization
formed by the joint collaboration of the United Nations Environment Program and the
World Meteorological Organization. The main objective of the IPCC is to review and
assess the climate information and have an understanding of the climatic changes that are
taking place [5].
There are three different working groups that function together to review and
assess the climate. The main objective of the working groups is to assess the physical
aspects of the climate, such as the temperature changes, the carbon cycle, the amount of
gases present in the atmosphere, especially the gases which contribute for temperature
rise, the amount of rainfall, and the ocean and sea level. Physical changes in the climate
can vary from global warming to rains and forest fires. The working groups also review
the satellite data and climate models; estimate the vulnerability of various systems to
climate change, the effects of climate change and how to adapt to the consequences of the
change. This change includes the alteration in water resources, ecosystem, food, forests,
industry, and human development. Furthermore, these groups take measures to decrease
the greenhouse gas emissions and their effects both short-term and long-term, taking into
consideration the development and management of the way the wastes and gases are
being released by various sources like industry, agriculture, forest, and human
development.

5

NEP and NPP
Regions are distinguished as sources and some as sinks based on the parameters
that give the net exchange of carbon that takes place in the atmosphere. Such parameters
include the net ecosystem productivity (NEP), the net primary productivity (NPP), the
gross primary productivity (GPP), and the net ecosystem exchange (NEE); with NEP and
NPP being the direct outputs of the CASA model.
The net ecosystem productivity is the carbon absorbed and released by plants, i.e.,
the net carbon exchange between the ecosystem and the atmosphere. The net primary
productivity is the net carbon absorption rate by living plants only. It is the plant
photosynthesis rate minus the photorespiration rate.
The GPP and NPP determine how fast the carbon is taken up by the ecosystem
while NEP tells how much carbon is stored by the ecosystem. By knowing NEP or NPP,
the damage to the vegetation due to climate change can be estimated. If NEP is negative,
then the region is a source of carbon. If NEP is positive, then the region is a sink for
carbon.

Objectives
The main objective of this study is to estimate the carbon fluxes in the southern
United States via the CASA model. Several inputs that are used to run the CASA model
are the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), the precipitation data (PPT), soil
data, air temperature, land mask data, vegetation type and solar radiation.

6

Various aspects that are involved in the implementation of the model are:


Downloading the necessary data (satellite data), direct or indirect use of

various other satellite data to form the raw input data for the CASA model.


Converting the raw data into the necessary format (to NetCDF format)

needed for the CASA model.


Applying a projection transformation on the data.



Converting the raw data into a formatted data involves several steps like

HDF to GeoTIFF conversion and then to NetCDF conversion and using
several softwares, like MODIS Tool, Arc Map, etc.


Writing Linux and Perl scripts that make the process automatic and also

run the model without the user intervention for all the states.


Creating and formatting the CASA output data sets as input for the

Weather Research Forecasting (WRF) model.


Viewing and analyzing the outputs of the CASA model using visualizing

tools like ncBrowse and ncView.
The outputs that are of special interest are the Net Ecosystem Productivity (NEP)
and Net Primary Productivity (NPP), which help to characterize carbon source and sinks.

Thesis Organization
Chapter I provides an introduction to the terms used in the thesis, while Chapter II
gives the literature overview, all the related work being done in the NASA - CASA
project and about the weather research and forecasting (WRF) model. Chapter III
describes how the research is carried about, the inputs and outputs, and all the scripts
7

written. Chapter IV talks about the results and discusses the NEP and NPP based on the
results and outputs of the CASA model. Chapter V tells about the contribution towards
the project, what else could be done in getting the required outputs, and what more could
be achieved. It also describes the data sets that can be used so that the CASA model is
independent of the input data sets.

8

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE OVERVIEW

The NASA Carnegie-Ames-Stanford Approach, commonly known as the NASACASA, is used in the estimation of the carbon in the atmosphere. The CASA model is an
approach for the estimation of the carbon that is being released and absorbed, hence
allowing one to estimate whether a particular region is a source or a sink for carbon. This
estimation is necessary which acts as a feedback to the contributors, who in turn can
reduce the GHGs released into the atmosphere.
The research is focused on the multi-year or monthly data sets. The eco-system
varies greatly when considered locally and globally. The research also focuses on the
regional or global scale study of the GHG. The CASA model is mainly focused on the
estimation and exchange of carbon within the eco-system, while the estimation of other
gases, like nitrogen, is also possible.

CASA Model and Data Assimilation
Most of the energy exchange between all the living and non-living things within
the atmosphere take place through CO2 component. CO2 measuring instruments provide
additional data for research and forecasting and estimating the cause and consequences of
GHG’s. The NOAA - TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS) [6], SCIAMACHY
9

[7] and AIRS [8] are few satellites which provide us with CO2 concentrations by
observing the spectral levels in the CO2 absorption bands. These instruments led to
developing a CO2 specific instrument, the OCO (Orbiting Carbon Observatory) [9].
The OCO instrument also measures solar radiation after reflection at the Earth’s
surface by aiming at the sun glint over the oceans, which enhances the observed signal.
The enhancement in the observed signal helps in sensitive CO2 measurements. The
measuring grid of OCO is small, thus increasing the probability of cloud free
measurements [10].
Carbon from the atmosphere enters and leaves the land through plants and water.
This process where carbon enters the land from atmosphere and back to land is called as
carbon cycle as shown in Figure 1. NPP and NEP are the pathways by which carbon
enters the biosphere from the atmosphere. A few of the models which estimate the NEP
and NPP are the NASA-CASA model, the VEMAP model [11], the Continuous Field
Model [12], the Global Production Efficiency model (GLO-PEM), the Century model,
the Global Biome Model-Biogeochemical Cycle (BIOME-BGC) and the Terrestrial
Ecosystem Model (TEM) [13]
The Carnegie Ames Stanford Approach is a simulation model that is used in
analyzing the impacts of various greenhouse gases, especially carbon, on the ecosystem.
The analysis can be done on a regional scale basis or on a global scale. The NASA –
CASA has done significant research in the examination of the exchange on a global scale
while a regional scale study has also gained significant momentum. CASA computes
NPP as a function of absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (APAR), light use
efficiency (LUE)

*

, Temperature T , and moisture W i.e.,
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(2.1)

where fAPAR is the fraction of APAR, solar radiation is converted to PAR by
multiplying by 0.5 and fAPAR x PAR equals APAR.

*

was set to 0.405 as described by

Potter et al., 1993 [14]

(co~
121.3

~lnGtC

etlnGtC/yr

Figure 1 Carbon Cycle [15]

WRF Model
The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) [16] model is a collaborative work
of the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), the National Centers for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP), the Air Force Weather Agency (AFWA) and the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) designed to predict weather
11

for forecasting and atmospheric research. A more specialized version is the hurricane
WRF (HWRF), which is used to forecast and track cyclones. The WRF model operates at
a resolution of 4 km to 12.5 km. The WRF model can also be used for regional climate
modeling, chemistry and air quality research and prediction, cloud and storm modeling,
and data assimilation. It can be made to work on parallel processors.
The WRF model uses a 3-D grid to represent the atmosphere, topographical land
information and observational data to define initial conditions for the model [17].

Land and Biosphere Models
The physical representation of the ecosystem is what is called a model. The model
describes what is happening in a place, specifically the exchange of energy between the
atmosphere and biosphere. The models can be distinguished into atmosphere models and
biosphere models.
The atmosphere models describe the exchange with respect to height above sea
level. They estimate the effect of the various gases that are being released into the
atmosphere. The estimation varies with altitude. The atmosphere models can be further
classified into global scale atmospheric models, where the exchange is estimated on a
global scale such as for a country or for the whole Earth, and regional scale atmospheric
models, which concentrates on a particular region, such as the WRF model.
The biosphere models, unlike the atmospheric models, try to estimate the
exchange from land to the atmosphere considering the biological phenomenon. The land
biosphere models, such as the CASA model, estimate the exchanges between the
atmosphere and land (soils), plants, water (molasses), vegetations, and organisms.
12

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

Comprehensive Description of the CASA Model

Basic Implementation of the CASA
The CASA model takes NDVI, PPT, soil, land mask, air temperature, vegetation
and solar radiation as inputs and gives out NEP, NPP, Leaf Area Index (LAI), soil carbon
(SoilC) etc. as outputs. The inputs are of 8 km cell resolution. The list of outputs of the
CASA can be found in figures 3 and 4. The CASA model can be run in either LINUX or
Windows operating systems. It is run at command prompt as shown below
make; ./casa.out
The internal working of the CASA to give the required output (that is of interest)
NPP can be understood by the following set of equations (1.1) through (1.11) [18]
  

˘

   

(1.1)

   ˇ ˆ 

(1.2)

where:
IPAR

= the intercepted photosynthetically active radiation,
= the light utilization efficiency at a grid cell ‘x’ in a month‘ t ‘,

NPP

= the net primary productivity, with

ˇ    ˙˝˛ ° ˜
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(1.3)

where:
SOL

=

the solar radiation incident on the grid cell x in the month t

FPAR =

the fraction of photosynthetically active radiation

0.5

accounts for the fact that approximately half of the incoming radiation

=

is the PAR in 0.4 – 0.7 μm
°   !"# $%

&'(˘

&')*+ ,&')-.

˙     

/

&')-.
&')*+ ,&')-.

0  ˜1 2

345678(˘
3,5678(˘

(1.4)
(1.5)

where:
FPAR =

the fraction of photosynthetically active radiation and is a linear
function of AVHRR advanced very high resolution radiometer simple
ratio (SR)

NDVI =

the normalized difference vegetation index at a grid cell ‘x’ in the
month‘t’

SRmin =

SR for unvegetated lands and equals 1.08 for all grid cells

0.95

the finite upper limit of the leaf area

=

ˆ     9:3  9:;  <:  ˆ

(1.6)

where:
T 1 and T 2

=

the effects of temperature stress

W

=

is the effects of water stress

*

=

is the maximum possible efficiency which equals to 0.56

9:3     ˜= > ˜?9@A˘  / ˜ 9@A˘ ?
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NNO(˘
PNO(˘

(1.8)

(1.9)

where:
Topt (x) =

the temperature in the month when NDVI is max in the year

EET

=

the actual estimated evapotranspiration come from the soil moisture

PET

=

the monthly potential evapotranspiration come from the soil moisture

˙˝ˇ˛Q  
˙˝ˇ˛Q  / S / TU9  / 9 VW X#Y9  Z U9 
R
(1.10)
˙˝ˇ˛Q  / S > T9  / U9 V X#Y9  [ U9 
where:
PPT

=

RDR =

the average precipitation at a month t in the grid cell x
the relative drying rate scalar for potential water extraction as a
function of soil moisture.

W  

34\

(1.11)

34\]^

where:
‘a’ and ‘b’ are texture dependant empirical coefficients and
is the volumetric moisture content (m/m)
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The following are the inputs that are fed to the NASA – CASA [19] model.

Input Data Sets

Normal Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI)
Plants are the major source of carbon. By the process of respiration plants release
carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. Usually plants release carbon during the night and
take in carbon dioxide during the day. The amount of intake or release depends on the
active area of the leaf that the plant uses. The NDVI gives the vegetation index of a plant,
i.e., the effective area normalized to get an average value.
The healthiness of a plant or vegetation is indicated by NDVI. Healthy vegetation
reflects very well in the near infrared while absorbing most of the visible light. Unhealthy
vegetation reflects more of the visible light. Thus, one can determine the healthiness of
the vegetation by measuring the reflectance of the near infrared radiation and the
reflectance of the visible radiation. NDVI can be formulated as
NDVI = (NIR – VIS) / (NIR + VIS). NDVI is unit less since it is a ratio and
ranges between -1 and +1, while a 0 indicates no vegetation and 1 indicate dense
healthiest vegetation. Figure 2 shows how NDVI is calculated considering an example of
spring and fall seasons.
The satellites can measure the fAPAR that is absorbed by the vegetation. The data
of interest for NDVI is downloaded from the Earth Observing System Data Gateway in
HDF (Hierarchical Data Format) [20]. The HDF file format that is used in the
management of large and complex data contains several other data sets. The HDF file, of
interest, contains several other data sets like NDVI, Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI),
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Vegetation Index (VI) quality, red reflectance, near infrared (NIR) reflectance, blue
reflectance, middle infrared (MIR) reflectance, vie zenith angle, sun zenith angle, relative
azimuth angle, and pixel reliability, of which NDVI is of special interest to us. All the
data sets are of 1km monthly.

infrared

near
infrared

visible

(0.50 - 0.00)
(0.50 + 0.08)

C

visible

(0.4 - 0.30)
----=0.14

0.72

(0.d + 0.30)

Figure 2 Calculation of NDVI [21]

The NDVI data can be extracted by using a tool MODIS TOOL. The MODIS tool
can convert HDF to GeoTIFF that can be formatted in ArcMap. Each region consists of
twelve data sets that represent twelve months. Each of the NDVI data set corresponding
to each month is extracted using the state soil data as mask; thereby NDVI and soil data
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sets are of the same size and a respective pixel of NDVI correspond to the respective
pixel of soil.

Precipitation (PPT)
Precipitation is the amount of water that reaches the ground. Precipitation directly
affects the carbon storage. An increase in precipitation increases the carbon storage. The
greater the precipitation is the greater is the plant growth; hence the greater is the amount
of carbon that is being stored.
The process of storing the atmosphere carbon (usually greenhouse gases) into a
solid form by various physical and biological processes is known as carbon sequestration.
The carbon sequestration thus decreases the amount of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere by converting them into solid form thereby help in reducing global warming.
The following are steps involved in converting raw precipitation data into a
formatted input for the CASA model. The data is downloaded from the PRISM website
[22]. After downloading the gridded precipitation data from the website; the file is
unzipped and added an extension ‘.txt’ at the end of the unzipped file. The file then
changes into ASCII formatted file. The downloaded file is made up of individual monthly
precipitation data for the whole North America. The size of the data is 1405 x 621. There
are 12 data sets that represent 12 months. The unit of precipitation is mm/month.

Air Temperature (AIRT)
Temperature is an important parameter for reactions to take place. A slight change
in the operating temperature alters a process a lot. Sea level rising and ozone hole
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expansion cause the chemicals to breakdown and react with the atmospheric gases,
altogether creating worse environment.
The temperature data fed as an input to the CASA model is not exactly the mean
temperature data sets. It is the average of the maximum and minimum temperatures. The
units of the temperature data is degrees Celsius. The temperature data sets are also
downloaded from the PRISM website [22].

Soil
Soil forms a major form of carbon source. The amount of carbon that is stored in
soil is twice the amount of carbon that the plants store. Different soil types release or take
different amounts of carbon depending on its nature, such as coarse, fine, sand, and clay.
Carbon is exchanged between the atmosphere and the soil through plants.
The soil data is downloaded from Geospatial Data gateway [23].

Solar Radiation (SOLRAD)
Solar radiation, without which there would not be any existence of living things
on this Earth, is an important natural and renewable energy. Usually radiation consists of
the ultraviolet and near infrared, i.e., the visible and near visible radiations whose
wavelength is short and ranges from 0.3μm to 3.0μm hence called a short wave solar
radiation.
The solar radiations after filtering the ultraviolet radiations from the Earth’s
atmosphere reach the surface of the earth in less magnitude. This decrease in the quality
and quantity of the radiation is beneficial to the living organisms on Earth, thus leading to
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their growth. The solar radiation data is usually measured in watts /m2. The solar
radiation data is downloaded from the Earth System Research Laboratory website [24]
and [25].

Land Mask
Landmask is an input to the CASA model, which tells the model about the
existence of land and water. When logic 1 is present it means it is land. If logic 0 is
present it means water. At points where the landmask file shows logic 0, the code runs
faster since no calculation needs to done. Because of this, there is a minimal use of the
available memory and consequently less computation.

Vegetation.
The vegetation input of the CASA indicates the type of plants growing in a
particular area. For example the vegetation can be broadleaf, evergreen, deciduous, grass,
wood, cultivated, mixed, barren soil or swamps. The type of vegetation decides the
amount of carbon that is released or absorbed. If the vegetation is broadleaf, then at
particular seasons there is a net carbon absorbed. During other seasons there is a net
carbon release.
Each kind of vegetation has a different NDVI, which in turn regulates the
temperature and rainfall. The vegetation decides whether a particular area is a source or
sink of carbon.
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Parameters Table
The parameters table is one of the main input file of the CASA model. The
parameters table file specifies the initial parameter values for CASA variables and
constants. The table specifies the size of the input files in rows and columns. All the input
files have the same size except when mixing global data and regional data. The table also
mentions the latitude and longitude of interest in case of non gridded data, whether the
input data sets are yearlong data sets or monthly data sets.
Information about deforestation, carbon dioxide, and all inputs used are citied in
the file. The table also describes how the model should give the output, like monthly or
yearly or monthly average, vegetation information, year of data fed to the model, etc. The
memory constraints, such as dynamic or fixed allocation of the memory, the output and
input data format i.e., the byte order, the non available data or bad values, and whether
the output should be in binary or NetCDF or non-gridded data format are specified in the
parameters file.

Landcover Table
The landcover table, an input to the CASA model specifies the vegetation classes
of the data. The table specifies the type of vegetation such as the broad leaf or needle
leaf, evergreen or deciduous or mixed, grass or shrubs or moss or lichens, cultivated or
non-cultivated, the wood age, the normalized difference vegetation index minimum and
NDVI max values.
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Soil Table
The soil table is an optional input file that the CASA model uses. The soil table
specifies the soil texture, the soil type such as coarse, medium coarse, medium, fine
medium, fine, ice and organic, sand, and clay etc. The type of soil depends on the kind of
region or area that is of interest.

Other Inputs
Other input files are annual and perennial files, which indicate the perennial
agriculture, deforestation files give what fraction of each pixel is deforested, latitude and
longitude files that specify the boundary when a non gridded data is being used.
The CASA model includes options to model CO2 effects, option to model
deforestation and agriculture effects, dynamically allocate memory with no limitation on
the size of the input data sets, and provide the user with a choice about the output format.

Output Data Sets
Once the CASA model is implemented, the output directories are created.
Depending on the user choice of output data type, the output data is either a binary file or
a NetCDF file, which is stored in their respective directories and sub directories. If
monthly averages are to be outputted, the monthly values are saved as per month; if
chosen yearly, the outputs are saved as yearly files.
Figure 3 gives the outputs that a CASA outputs once the model is finished
running, while Figure 4 gives the CPOOLS outputs. Soil carbon (SOILC) output of the
CASA model for the state of Mississippi is in good agreement with the ground truth.
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actual evapotranspiration (mm/month or mm/year)
absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (MJ/m2/month)

AET
APAR
CPOOLS
FAPAR
LAI
LEAFFR
:
NBP
:
NEP
:
NPP
NPPMOIST :
NPPTEMP :
PET
:

carbon pools (gC/m2)
fractions of photosynthetically active radiation
leaf area indices
leaf allocation fractions
net biome productivity (gC/m2/month or gC/m2/year)
net ecosystem productivity (gC/m2/month or gC/m2/year)
net primary productivity (gC/m2/month or gC/m2/year)
moisture down regulator for npp calculations
temperature down regulator for npp calculations
potential evapotranspiration (mm/month or mm/year)

RESP
ROOTFR
SOILC
STEMFR

respiration (gC/m2/month or gC/m2/year)
root allocation fraction
total soil carbon or nitrogen (gC/m2)
stem allocation fraction

:
:
:
:

Figure 3 CASA Outputs

CPOOL 01

: leaf carbon pool (gC/m 2)

CPOOL 02

: wood carbon pool (gC/m 2)

CPOOL 03
CPOOL 04

: root carbon pool (gC/m 2)
surface metabolic carbon pool (gC/m 2)

CPOOL 05
CPOOL 06

surface structure carbon pool (gC/m 2)
soil metabolic carbon pool (gC/m 2 )

CPOOL 07

soil structure carbon pool (gC/m 2 )
coarse woody debris carbon pool (gC/m 2)

CPOOL 08
CPOOL 09
CPOOL 10
CPOOL 11
CPOOL 12
CPOOL 13 :

surface microbian carbon pool (gC/m 2)
soil micro bi an carbon pool (gC/m2 )
slow carbon pool (gC/m 2 )
: passive carbon pool (gC/m 2 )
black carbon pool (gC/m 2)

Figure 4 CASA Model’s CPOOL Outputs
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Data Extraction

NDVI Data Extraction
The following steps are involved in converting a raw HDF NDVI input into a
formatted input for running the CASA model.
Firstly, extract the NDVI data subset from the parent HDF file using the MODIS
Re-projection Tool (MRT). Save the extracted raw NDVI data as a GeoTIFF file; this is a
convenient file extension that can be easily processed in ArcMap. Figure 5 is a screen
shot of the NDVI data extraction using the MRT tool in windows operating system. The
MRT tool can be downloaded from the Land Processes Distributed Active Archive
Center (LP DAAC) [26].
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Figure 5 MODIS Re-projection Tool [26]

The downloaded data is in the shape of a tile. A decision is made as to which
states falls into which tile. This decision can be done by looking at the latitudes and
longitudes of the tiles and individual states. If in case a state falls in more than one tile,
then all the tiles in which the state falls are mosaicked. Figure 6 gives the tile number,
which help in determining the tiles in which the states fall. Further individual tiles and
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state latitudes and longitudes are given in the Tables 3 and 4 in appendix A. Choice of the
tile, as to which states falls in what tile is shown in Table 5 in appendix A.
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Figure 6 Sinusoidal Earth [27]

Next, the co-ordinate system of the NDVI data is changed from GCS_WGS_1984
(Geographic

co-ordinate

system,

World

Geodetic

Survey

1984)

to

GCS_North_American_1983. The GCS_North_American_1983 is the co-ordinate system
of the soil data, which is used as mask.
Figure 7 shows how it is done:
Run ArcMap
transformations

Arc Toolbox

Raster

raster” and “Output raster”
coordinate system

Data Management Tools

Double click “Project Raster”
“Output coordinate system”

North America

Projections and

Give the path of “Input
select

Geographic

North American Datum 1983.prj • Add • OK.
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·ii4i1Mii4
Input raster

j Z:\naren\OCO-DATA\DATA\h!0v05\h!0v05_01 , I _l<m_monthly_NDVI .tif
Input coordinate system (optional)

IGCS_WGS_1984
Output raster

IZ:\naren\OCO-DATA\DATA\h!0v05\Project_l_i<nll

Output coordinate system

IGCS_North_American_l 983

Geographic Transformation (optional)

Resampling technique (optional)

INEAREST

3

Output cell size (optional)
0.02

Registration P.oint (optional)
X Coordinate

V C0ordinate

OK

Cancel

Environments...

Show Help»

Figure 7 ArcMap Changing the Co-ordinate System [28]

The output of the ArcMap after changing the coordinate system is shown in
Figure 8, where the tile h10v05 is displayed.
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Figure 8 Output of Project Raster Tool of ArcMap, Tile h10v05

The original value of the raw NDVI data is in the range of -3000 to 10,000. The
negative sign indicates that no data is present at the point. Positive values of NDVI are all
that is needed, hence positive values needed to be extracted.
Figure 9 and 10 shows, how the process is carried out and the output ArcMap
after the positive values are extracted (tile displayed is h10v05).
ArcMap• ArcToolbox • Spatial Analyst Tools • Extraction • Extract by Attributes
• Values > 0 •OK • OK
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UM =@ui§

NffiMIH-Bfti@l4
Input raster

JZ:\naren\OCO-DATA\DATA\h 1Ov05\project_1 _kml

e-

Where clause

Output raster

I

Z:\naren\OCO-OATA\DATA\h10v05\Extract_proj1

..:.l
OK

Cancel

Environments...

Show Help»

I

OK

Cancel

Figure 9 ArcMap Extraction of Positive Values

Figure 10 ArcMap Output after Positive Value Extraction

The extracted positive values of the NDVI are converted to floating point
numbers as shown in Figure 11 below, while Figure 12 is the output after converting to
floating point. ArcMap • Add the NDVI raster file with positive value • Spatial
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Analyst • Raster Calculator • Float • select layers • OK. A floating layer will be
created.

• Float

Input raster or constant value

IZ: \naren \OCO-DATA\DATA\h I 0v0S\extract_proj I
Output raster

IZ:\naren\OCO-DATA\DATA\h!Ov0S\Float_extracl

OK

Cancel

Figure 11 ArcMap Conversion to Float

Figure 12 ArcMap Output after Converting to Float
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Environments...

Show Help» ]

The value range of NDVI data is changed to 0 - 1 corresponding to CASA model
which is shown in Figure 13 and its respective output is shown in Figure 14. .
ArcMap •Spatial Analyst •Raster Calculator •“[Calculation] / 10000” •
Evaluate. A layer named “Calculation2” will be created.
• Divide
_::.lg]~
~ !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~=--- - - - - - =

...

Input raster or constant value 1

IZ:\naren\OCO-DATA\DATA\h!0v0S\float_extrac l

El~

Input raster or constant value 2

a~

I10000

Output raster

IZ:\naren\OCO-DATA\DATA\h ! 0v0S\DivideJloatl
OK

Cancel

Figure 13 ArcMap Division by a Constant Value

Figure 14 ArcMap Output after Division
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Environments...

Show Help »

]

Until here the data processed is the data in the form of tiles for example h08v06,
which indicates it is a tile with horizontal number 8 and vertical tile number 6.
Extraction of individual state data can be done by applying the corresponding soil
data as mask. As can be seen from Figure 15, the mask data is the gsmsoilmu_a_ms.shp,
which is the soil shape file for the state of Mississippi. Figure 16 gives the output after
extracting by the shape file. The outputs thereafter this stage can be viewed as individual
states rather than tiles.
ArcMap • ArcToolbox • Spatial Analyst Tools • Extraction • Extract by Mask.

Extract by Mask

•
Input raster

IZ:\naren\OCO-DATA\DATA\h!0v05\divideJloatl
Input raster or feature mask data

IZ:\naren\OCO-DATA\DATA\gsmsoil_ms\spatial\gsmsoilmu_a_ms.shp

.:]
.:]

Output raster

IZ:\nar~ \OCO-DATA\DATA\h!0".05\Extr~ct_divil
.::J
OK

Cancel

Figure 15 ArcMap Extract by MASK (Soil Data Shape File)
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Figure 16 ArcMap Output after Extraction by Mask

The output at this stage is individual, state monthly data. The data has to be
further formatted such that the NDVI data is of the same size as all other inputs of that
state. The size of the individual state depends on the area of the state; the larger the state
the bigger is the size of the data matrix.
The output raster image is further formatted for a cell size of 0.04. The cell size of
0.04 is the 8km resolution, as shown in Figure 17, which same as the resolution of the
soil data.
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Figure 17 Different Layers after Processing

In ArcMap, as depicted in Figure 18, right click “NDVI_01”
data

Square; cell size 0.04

Format “TIFF”

Data

Export

Give the location path and file name “ndvi_ms_01.tif”;

Save. Figure 19 is the final image file of the data. Further files are

dealt only NetCDF format.
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Figure 18 ArcMap Export to Square Cell Size 0.04
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1,5

..:.l

.

Cancel

Figure 19 ArcMap Output after Export to Square Cell Size 0.04

The corresponding netcdf file for the month of January is produced. This can be
observed from the Figure 20 below
In ArcMap, ArcToolbox • Multidimension Tools • Raster to NetCDF. The X
dimension is chosen to be longitude, while the Y dimension is chosen to be latitude.
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Raster to NetCDF

•

Input Raster

JZ:\naren\OCO-DATA\DATA\h!0v05\e011.tif
Output netCDF File
] Z:\naren\OCO-DATA\DATA\h!0v05\ndvi~MS_0l.nc
Variable (optional)
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X Dimension (optional)
longitude

j

V Dimension (optional)
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Figure 20 ArcMap Raster to NetCDF Conversion

Further bash scripts are written to concatenate the twelve months individually
formatted data to form a single NetCDF file. This single NetCDF file is the end ‘NDVI’
input for the CASA model. The bash scripts used can be found in the appendix B.
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Precipitation Data Extraction
While processing an ASCII or a text file make sure that the text file contains a
proper header, like the one shown in Figure 21 below, and that the ‘xllcorner’ and
‘yllcorner’ are right.
ncols 1405
nrows 621
xllcorner -125 . 020833
yllcorner 24 . 062500
cellsize 0 . 04
NODATA value -9999
Figure 21 Sample Header of Precipitation Data

The ASCII or text file is converted into a raster image by doing:
In ArcMap • AcrToolbox • Conversion Tools • To Raster • ASCII to Raster as in
Figure 22.

ASCII to Raster

Input ASCII raster file

IZ:\naren\OCO-DATA\DATA\us_ppt_2002_01.txt
Output raster

IZ:\naren\OCO-DATA\DATA\ASCIITo_us_pl
Output data type (optional)
j FLOAT

3
.-•~------------------------~if
OK

Cancel

Figure 22 ArcMap ASCII to Raster Conversion
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The output after the ASCII file is converted to a raster file is the image of North America
as shown in Figure 23 below

Figure 23 ArcMap Output after ASCII to Raster Conversion

The co-ordinate system of the raster image is defined by running ArcMap
Toolbox

Data Management Tools

Projections and transformations

Arc

Raster

Double click “Project Raster”

Give the path of “Input raster” and “Output raster”

“Output coordinate system”

select

America

Geographic Coordinate systems

North

North American Datum 1983.prj • Add • OK. The output cell size is

defined to be 0.04 so that the resolution is the same as the resolution of the soil data.
To make sure that the data values are between 0 – 1000 corresponding to the
CASA model the data is divided by factor of 1000 as depicted in Figure 24. In ArcMap
• Spatial Analyst • Raster Calculator • “ ppt _ms_01 / 1000” • Evaluate.
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Divide

Input raster or constant value 1

JZ:\naren\OCO-DATA\DATA\project_ascil

Input raster or constant value 2

11000
Output raster

IZ:\naren\OCO·DATA\DATA\Divide,.Projel
OK

Cancel

Environments...

Show Help»

Figure 24 ArcMap Division by Constant Value

Now individual state monthly precipitation data is extracted by using the
corresponding soil data as mask. ArcMap • ArcToolbox • Spatial Analyst Tools •
Extraction • Extract by Mask.
Figures 25 and 26 display the process during the extraction with soil data as mask
and the output of the extracted layer overlapped on the input file respectively.
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Input raster

IZ:\naren\OCO-DATA\DATA\divide_proje l _ _ _ _EJ~
Input raster or feature mask data

Iz:\naren\OCO-DATA\DATA\gsmsoil_ms\spatial\gsmsoilmu_a_ms.shp
Output r aster
( Z:\naren\OCO-DATA\DATA\Ext ract _divil

OK

Cancel

Environments...

Show Help »

]

Figure 25 ArcMap Extraction by Mask

Figure 26 O/P after Extraction by Mask (Inside Extracted MS State)

The new extracted layer as in Fig 26 and the new image will be that of the mask
applied. The output in (d) is further processed so that it has the same resolution, i.e., of
the same matrix size as that of the rest of the input data sets like NDVI and SOIL.
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In ArcMap, right click the new created layer
cell size 0.04

Data

Export data

Square;

Give the location path and file name “ppt_ms_01.tif”; Format “TIFF”

Save
The corresponding netcdf file for the month is produced by In ArcMap,
ArcToolbox • Multidimension Tools • Raster to NetCDF. The X dimension is chosen
for longitude while the Y dimension is chosen for latitude.
Further bash scripts concatenate the twelve months; individually formatted data to
form a single netcdf file. This single netcdf file is the end ‘ PPT ’ input of the CASA
model.

Soil Data Extraction
Soil data, which is an important input file is used as a mask file in the extraction
of

remaining data sets. The final output soil file is a shape file, which is further

converted into NetCDF file to form as an input to the CASA model. Figure 27 through 31
shows the steps involved in downloading the correct soil data sets.
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Figure 27 Soil Data Extraction Step 1
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Figure 28 Soil Data Extraction Step 2
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Figure 29 Soil Data Extraction Step 3

Figure 30 Soil Data Extraction Step 4
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Figure 31 Soil Data Extraction Step 5

Downloaded the template database by going to Soil Data Mart and download the
“Template database”. Download the general US template database in one of the three
versions (Access 2002, 2000, 97) depending on the Microsoft Access version in the
computer used. The downloaded file name is “soil_db_US_2000”.
Tabular data is imported into Access Template Database by downloading the soil
data from your e-mail box and unzip it. The next step is to import tabular data into
Access Template Database by following the instruction of “SSURGO Data Packaging
and Use”.There is a folder for each county; and five items are included in this folder as
follows: spatial, tabular, readme.txt, soil_metadata_ms001.txt, soil_metadata_ms001.xml.
The template database (soil_db_US_2000.mdb) is copied into this folder. Double
click soil_db_US_2000.mdb; input the path of tabular data. Then, the importation will be
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finished automatically.
First, install ArcInfo workstation 9.2 and ArcDesktop 9.2 completely but without
any service package. You need to uninstall Microsoft Internet Explorer 7 if you have it in
the computer because ArcGIS is not compatible with IE 7. Second, download and install
Soil Data Viewer 5.2 (SDV) from http://soildataviewer.nrcs.usda.gov/download52.aspx
Produced a thematic map as shown Run Arcmap

Add data (e.g. in folder

“spatial” named “soilmu_a_ms001.shp”); and SDV is run under Arcmap (Click gray area
in Arcmap and check “soil data viewer tools” before run SDV under Arcmap ) open
the

same

maplayer

(soilmu_a_ms001.shp)

(soildb_US_2000.mdb) in SDV

and

the

corresponding

database

In “attribute folders”, select “Soil Physical

Properties”, then select “Surface texture”

In “Report Options” “Select All”

Map. A

thematic map named “Surface Texture” appeared in Arcmap
Produced raster file by following Arcmap, ArcToolbox—Convesion Tools—To
rater—Feature to raster, as shown in Figure 32. When the conversion completed, a raster
file named “Feature_Sd150” was created and appeared in Arcmap.

features

I~urface Texture
Field

lsurfT ext
Output raster

I(:\Documents and Settings\Chen\Local Settings\Applicatior
Output cell size ( optional)

IO. 04

:;:::::---

Figure 32 Producing a Raster File
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~1
I

The data is reclassifying by following steps in Arcmap, drag the created raster file
(“Feature_Sd150”) to the top layer and select it

Spatial Analyst

Reclassify

Change new values to the value that corresponds to soil classes in the CASA model and
then group the same values by pressing “Ctrl” key

OK. Then a new raster file named

“Reclass of Feature_Sd150” was created.
Figure 33 shows the process of reclassifying of the soil type along with their
values while Table 1 is the whole soil classification.

[1:J[R
Input raster:

-

! Feature_Sd150

Reclass field:

-

j sURFTEXT

- Set values to reclassify

Old values

I New values

r

/

r.-. I

\4

silt loam; silty clay loam
clay

\7

Unique

\3

Add Entry

fine sandy loam; very fine sa~ 2
clay loam

,} II
Load...

r

...

I

WI

Save...

Classify...

'.

I

l

~I

I
I
I

Delete Entries )

Precision ...

I

Change missing values to NoData

Output ,aster:

)<Temporary>

OK
Figure 33 ArcMap Reclassifying of Soil Data
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Cancel
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Table 1 Tabular Form of Reclassifying Soil Data
Class

CASA Soil name

Sand

Clay

Soil names
Coarse sand;
Sand; Fine sand;
Very fine sand;

1

Coarse

0.8

0.1

Loamy coarse sand;
Loamy sand;
Loamy fine sand;
Loamy very fine sand;
Silt
Coarse sandy loam;
Sandy loam;

2

Medium/coarse

0.5

0.25

Fine sandy loam;
Very fine sandy 1oam;
Sandy clay loam; Loam

3

Medium

0.4

0.35

4

Fine/medium

0.1

0.2

s

Fine

0.25

0.6

6

Ice

-999

-999

7

Organic

0.2

0.7
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Clay loam;
SANDY CLAY
Silt loam;
Silty clay 1oam

Silty clay

Clay

The output raster is created by doing in ArcMap, right click “Reclass of ms001 ms001”

Data

Export data

Square; cell size 0.04

name “soil_ms001.tif”; Format “TIFF”

Give the location path and file

Save as illustrated in Figure 34.

Raster Data - Reclass of Feature_Sd150
Extent - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~

r

'X

Spatial Reference - - - - - - - - - - ~

r

Data Frame (Current)
Raster Dataset (Original)

Data Frame (Current)
Raster Dataset (Original)

Output Raster - - - - ~f--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~/-- - - - - ~

r
r

Use Renderer

Cell Size (ex, cy):
Raster Size (columns, rows):

ForceRGB

Name
Bands
Pixel Depth
Uncompressed Size
Extent (left, top, right, bottom)
Spatial Reference

Location:
Name:
Compression Type:

r

0.04
J 13

1o.o4

111

Pro ert

I

B Bit
143 B
( -99.9968, 33.3966, -99,4768, 33.8366)
GCS_North_American_l 983

D:\New
- --,)l)J soil_ms001.tif

j NONE

Format:

TIFF

•

Compression Quality
(1-100):
Save

Cancel

Figure 34 ArcMap Exporting of Soil Data

The state soil data is produced by repeating steps from page 45 to 48 starting by
producing a thematic map, to get all of the county soil data in a state. In Arcmap,
ArcToolbox • Data Management Tools • Rasters • Mosaic To New Raster. By this
tool, shown in Figure 35, you can composite all of the counties together into one file.
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Input all of county soil data; give the output location, raster dataset name and coordinate
system and make cell size 0.04.
In the “Coordinate system for raster (optional)”—Select-- Geographic Coordinate
Systems-- North America-- North American Datum 1983.prj—Add—OK.

~[g]rgj

· Mosaic To New Raster
input Rasters

O:\CASA\SoilT..ture\Soil_TIFF\MS\soil_ms001.ti ,. ,
O:\CASA\SoilT..ture\Soil_TIFF\MS\soil_ms003.ll
O:\CASA\SoilT,.ture\Soil_TIFF\MS\sol_msOOS.11 O:\CASA\SoH..ture\Soil_TIFF\MS\soil_ms009.ti
O:\CASA\SoilTextvre\Soil_TIFF\MS\soil_ms013.ti
O:\CASA\Soilexture\Soil_ TIFF\MS\soil_ms015.ti
O:\CASA\Soilexture\Soil_TIFF\MS\soil_ms01 7.ti
O:\CASA\Sonexture\Soil_ TIFF\MS\soil_ms01 9.ll
O:\CASA\Soilexture\Soil_TIFF\MS\>oi_ms021 .ll
O:\CASA\SoilTexture\Soil TIFF\MS\soil ms023.ti "'

12..

~I

out~ Location

l j O:\New

Raster dataset name with extension

1 jsod_ms.tif

Coordinate system for the raster (optional)

Pixel \YE! (opt,cn,,I)

...:.l

j8_81T_UNSIGNED

Cellslze (optional)

0.04

Number of bands
Mosaic Method (optional)

...:.l

jLAST

Mosaic Colormap Mode (optional)

...:.l

jFIRST

<

OK

Cancel

Figure 35 ArcMap Mosaicking
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NetCDF file is produced by doing the following in ArcMap, ArcToolbox •
Mutidimension Tools • Raster to NetCDF. When doing a regional scale study, the
resolution of all the inputs must match. For county level study, county soil data needs to
be formatted one by one. Then, all the formatted county data of a state are combined
together to get a state data. This combined state data has high resolution. For a state level
study, one state data can be formed directly. This state level data has relatively low
resolution compared to the county level data.

Temperature Data Extraction
The min and the max temperatures data sets are downloaded from the Parameterelevation Regressions on Independent Slopes Mode (PRISM) website. Bash scripts are
written for a batch processing. The bash script takes the January or the 1st file from the
Min folder and similar January or 1st file from the Max folder and averages the value, as
in matrix operations and stores in another folder Average as a text file.
Further header is added to the average temperature obtained in step (a) such as the
number of rows and columns, the latitude and longitude corners, cell size, and no data
value. These header values are very important for further processing in ArcMap. The data
size can be found by importing the text file into Matlab and the latitude and longitude
corners can be found by plotting the data as image in Matlab.
Once the header is added to the text file, it is initially converted into a raster
image using the process ASCII to Raster conversion. From here on, the process is
repeated same as done for the precipitation data.
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Solar Data Extraction
Solar radiation data is downloaded from the NLDAS. The data size is of 464 x
224 for the whole of North America. The downloaded data is in the form of a text file,
and necessary header is added to the data file as explained in the Air Temperature section
(b) on page 37. Steps on page 37 - page 41 are repeated for all the 12 files, which
correspond to the 12 monthly files.

Scripts Written
Scripts help in running a process, in a much faster way and are an effective way
of getting a job done. Bash and Perl scripts are the simplest scripts, where one line
handlers can do the whole job. Running similar processes multiple numbers of times or
running a process recursively, formatting can be done using the scripts.
Scripts are written to convert the HDF files into netcdf files, i.e., extract the
required data set from the HDF file then format and convert them to netcdf file format.
This is done for the twelve data sets which are later concatenated to form a single input
file of CASA. Further scripts are also written to break the interested CASA outputs, the
yearly data sets into monthly data sets, which are used as inputs to the Weather research
Forecasting model coupled with Chemistry (WRF-Chem). The yearly data sets are
converted into a text format in order to plot graphs to know the pattern of the outputs.

Softwares and Tools
Software helps in more interaction between the data and the user. It also helps in
analyzing data sets in an effective way by displaying them as images. The various kinds
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of software that are used during the process, i.e., preparing/formatting the raw data sets
for CASA and, viewing and analyzing the output data, are the MRT (MODIS reprojection tool), ArcMap and ArcInfo, Matlab, Mexnc, Snctools [29], NcView and
ncBrowse, MS-Excel.
The MRT Win tool is used to convert the HDF files into GeoTIFF files. Since the
HDF file has large amounts of data sets, the MRT Win tool helps in extracting a
particular band of data that is of interest and converting it to GeoTIFF.
The ArcMap tool is used in formatting and converting the raw data as inputs for
the CASA model. This tool is the major one used in the process of forming the inputs to
the CASA. In ArcMap, the data is processed for a new geographic coordinate system, and
then the needed data is extracted from the original data sets and converted to NetCDF
format.
The Matlab together with Mexnc and SNC tools helps in viewing the data in
Matlab. Mexnc is a mex file interface for netcdf files with that of Matlab. Mexnc is a mex
file that sits in between the Matlab and NetCDF library files while the snc tool is a set of
Matlab files.
NcView is a software tool that is used in viewing and analyzing the CASA inputs
and outputs. The ncBrowse (in Windows OS) and ncView (in Linux OS) are the tools
used. MS Excel is a powerful mathematical tool that is used in plotting the graphs. The
graphs plotted are of NEP, NPP, and LAI state-wise and of southern USA. The graphs
form a main part in the analysis of the sources and sinks.
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Potter’s Regional Scale Study
Dr. Christopher Potter is currently a NASA senior research scientist in the
Ecosystem Science and Technology Branch at Ames Research Center. Dr. Potter and Dr.
Steven A. Klooster, a senior scientist at the Ames Research Center (ARC) are the people
behind the CASA project and the designing of the CASA model.
Dr. Potter’s and Dr. Klooster’s regional scale study gained a lot of importance
among the environmentalists. So far, regional scale studies that are carried out and that
are being carried out are of the Amazon Rainforest, Boreal Forest of Canada, California,
Central California Coast, Southeastern US, Virginia State Forest, and Yellowstone.
The present research concentrates mainly on the southern US, which includes
Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi State, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Texas and Virginia State. The regional scale study helps a lot in regional
assessment of the kind of land or vegetation and helps in decision making to reduce the
GHG by making changes to the kind of vegetation etc.
Potter’s regional scale study about North American carbon sink for the period
1982 through 1998 estimates the NEP for CO2 has an annual sink of +0.2 Pg C per year
and +0.3 Pg C per year with a nearly zero NEP flux during the cooler periods [30].
Potter and Klooster also estimated carbon emissions of 0.2 to 1.2 Pg C per year in
the Brazilian Amazon region, which is mainly because of the daily fire activity in the
region [30]. It can be concluded that the Brazilian Amazon region is a source of a carbon
[31]. CASA estimated that 7.4 Pg of carbon is stored in dead wood pools, while surface
soils stored 28.6 Pg of carbon in North America [32] and [33].
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The regional scale studies of the NASA CASA project estimate the net primary
production, predict the soil trace gas emissions and emissions from the soils. They also
estimate the annual emission of N – NH3 from soils, forest, and industries and assess the
climate changes.
The Potter’s CASA model is not confined to regional scale study only, but it is
also implemented on a global basis. The model estimates a global NPP of 48 Pg C per
year and concludes that over 70% of terrestrial NPP occurs between 30° N and 30° S
latitude

[14].
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

CO2 fertilization is responsible for a majority of the small C sink, while climate
change contributes a small amount. Birdsey et. al. suggest that land use change and
intensive ecosystem management are responsible for large C sink compared to CO2
fertilization and climate change [34, 35].

NcView Plots of NPP and NEP
The NcView plots of the Net primary Productivity (NPP) and Net Ecosystem
productivity (NEP) on a regional scale help in analyzing the contribution of carbon by a
particular region or states towards the global source and sink. Further, they also help in
determining the significant addition of land cover NPP towards the global source and
sink of carbon.
Figures 36 – 47 show the net primary productivity and net ecosystem productivity
plots of Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Mississippi, South Carolina, and Texas. The NPP
for the state of Alabama during the month of May was between 2 – 3 g C/m2/month while
it was between 5 – 7 g C/m2/month towards south of Alabama. For the state of Arkansas,
the NPP varied between -1 and 7 g C/m2/month with most of the region having NPP
values of 2 - 4 g C/m2/month. From the NPP plots in Figures 36, 38, 40, 42 and 44, the
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NPP varied between 1.5 - 3 g C/m2/month for most of the region. For Texas, the NPP
was between 1 - 4 g C/m2/month and 7 - 10 g C/m2/month as illustrated in Figure 46. The
white patches as can be observed in Figure 46 and 47, NPP and NEP for the month of
May for TEXAS respectively correspond to the missing values or bad data.

Figure 36 NPP for the Month of May for ALABAMA
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Figure 37 NEP for the Month of May for ALABAMA

Figure 38 NPP for the Month of May for ARKANSAS
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Figure 39 NEP for the Month of May for ARKANSAS

Figure 40 NPP for the Month of May for GEORGIA
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Figure 41 NEP for the Month of May for GEORGIA

Figure 42 NPP for the Month of May for MISSISSIPPI
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Figure 43 NEP for the Month of May for MISSISSIPPI

Figure 44 NPP for the Month of May for SOUTH CAROLINA
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Figure 45 NEP for the Month of May for SOUTH CAROLINA

Figure 46 NPP for the Month of May for TEXAS (white, for missing values)
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Figure 47 NEP for the Month of May for TEXAS (white, for missing values)

Forests, woodlands and crops of the southern United States have showed NPP
increases summer, also suggesting an increase in the length of the growing season.
Regions of large NPP increases occurred in the southeastern United Sates.
Observing Table 2 and Figure 48 the south central, southeastern, and eastern
United States had maximum monthly NPP trends in June through October; the growing
season appears to be lengthening here as well as at high latitudes. The southeastern
United States had NPP increases in spring and fall that appear to be somewhat
independent of climate driving factors. Hicke et al. [2002] showed that this region’s large
increases computed by CASA were matched by increases calculated using forest
inventory data [12].
The NPP trend for the southern United States follows the regular pattern; with
NPP being high during the summer and low during the winter as shown in Figure 48. The
NPP was found to be ~165 g C /m2/month during the month of January where it increases
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as the summer approaches. During the summer, June through August, the NPP is high as
compared to other months varying between ~890 g C /m2/month and ~1200 g C
/m2/month. The high NPP for September can be understood by the fact that the summer
in the southern United States is likely from mid May through mid October; this is
different as compared to the meteorological summer, which is May through August.
During the winter season, December through March, the NPP is low varying between
~165 g C /m2/month and ~400 g C /m2/month.
The NPP for different states are in good agreement with the CASA - Carbon
Query and Evaluation Support Tools (CQUEST). Average NPP for the state of Alabama
was found to be ~560 g C /m2/year while the CQUEST NPP varied between ~500 – ~800
g C /m2/year. The Table 2 shows the average NPP calculated for different states and the
CQUEST NPP range.
In southern US forests still represent the predominant land cover 63% and crops
occupy about 28% [36]. As we go towards the east of southern US i.e. from Arkansas
towards Virginia it can be observed from the Table 2 that there is a decrease in the
average NPP. The states of Alabama, Mississippi, Georgia, and Florida have the highest
average NPP, which is because of the large crop lands, deciduous and evergreen forests.
It can be further observed that, the states with highest average NPP occur between
latitudes 30° N and 40° N. The tile h10v05 with longitudes 104.4° W – 80.82° W and
latitudes 30° N and 40° N is a major land cover source contributing towards high NPP in
the southern US. The current total NPP for the southern US is estimated to be ~875 T g C
per year which in good agreement with Nemani et. al. and Mickler et. al. [36, 37].
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Table 2 CASA Estimated NPP and CQUEST Estimated NPP
State

Estimated NPP

CQUEST estimated

Texas

230.89

200 – 600

Arkansas

556.16

500 – 600

Mississippi

554.63

450 – 800

Alabama

560.73

500 – 800

Georgia

475.22

500 – 750

Florida

506.08

300 – 700

Tennessee

356.26

400 – 700

South Carolina

346.9

400 – 600

North Carolina

327.82

400 – 700

Virginia

218.89

400 – 650
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Figure 48 Average NPP Plot for Southern United States of America
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14

NPP Plots at Random Location
Figures 51 through 59 show that NPP is high during the months of June through
August and low from November to March for all the states. It can be inferred that NPP is
estimated to be high during the summer season. During the winter months the NPP is
estimated to be low or non-existent. This observation can be clearly explained by the
plant photosynthesis process.
During the summer, daylight is long, and plants continue to prepare food through
photosynthesis by using water absorbed from the roots and CO2 from the air. Hence,
plants have more time to convert the atmosphere carbon into solid carbon. Therefore NPP
is high during the summer months during which the region acts as a sink for carbon. The
day length decreases and nights increase during the months of November through March.
The highest NPP for most of the states can be observed during the summer months
especially during the month of July, which is usually the month with highest temperatures
and precipitations.
At nights, plants prepare food by the process of photorespiration, where CO2 is
released into the atmosphere. Since nights are long, more CO2 is released into the
atmosphere. During these seasons, the region acts as less sink (because of shorter days
and longer nights), which in a sense is referred to as, a source for carbon. This trend
usually gives the bell shaped curve for NPP.
The NPP patterns usually follow a bell shaped curve. The NPP plots for different
states vary in the shape of the curve. The curves differ in relative size and breadth of the
summer peak. Some have a narrow peak, as shown in Figure 59 ( the NPP plot for the
state of Virginia) and some have broad peaks, like the states of FL, GA, and AL. From
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these plots one can infer that half of the annual NPP of the states occurs during the
summer, i.e., June through August.
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Figure 49 NPP Plot for the State of ALABAMA
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Figure 51 NPP Plot for the State of FLORIDA
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Figure 53 NPP Plot for the State of GEORGIA
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

As more and more industrialization is occurring there is a necessity for more and
more accurate estimations of the carbon that is being released into the atmosphere. This
helps companies or countries to trade for carbon which can in a way reduce the amount of
carbon being released and in another way provide a way of economy for the companies.
The CASA model approach is used to estimate NEP and NPP. The NPP trends
calculated here agree with field based measurements for the State of Mississippi. Long
term satellite data, such as NDVI, precipitation, soil, air temperature and solar radiation
data, is used in the estimation of NEP and NPP. The Net Primary Productivity patterns
for the southern United Sates are observed to identify regions of sources and sinks.
There is a need to know the amount of carbon being absorbed and released into
the atmosphere. It is necessary to learn to reduce the amount of greenhouse gases and
increase forestation. It is imperative to realize one’s responsibility in reforming the
eco-system and thus the environment.

Suggestions
The CASA model results agree with the trends of carbon throughout the year, i.e.,
sink during the fall and summer seasons and less sink or source during the spring and
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winter seasons. For more accurate and better results, the data sets should be more
accurate.
Unlike the air temperature data that has been used here, the average of maximum
and minimum temperatures; a mean temperature data would have been used. The average
temperature and mean temperature are in no way the same. Hence, using the mean air
temperature data sets would be more meaningful.
Land mask data is an important data set which identifies land and water. This data
set in particular is good in terms of computational aspects; however, the data set should
be more accurate to distinguish between water molasses, which are a major source for the
sink of carbon.
NPP, one of the CASA model outputs, is mainly driven by NDVI, while
temperature and precipitation have less variation on NPP and solar radiation data has
greater NPP variation. Hence, data sets are to be chosen such that they do not have much
variation on NPP. Most of the data used are the satellite measured data; hence the
satellites should be capable to measure all that are responsible for carbon sink.

What More Can Be Done?
The CASA model predicts regions of sources and sinks. Some places might be
more of a sink of carbon while others might be more of a source of carbon. If one can
determine the reason as to why a particular region is a source or a sink, apart from
determining the nature of the region or land, it would have been an important aspect for
companies, government, and, most importantly farmers. There could be a way in which
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one can also determine the kind of crop or vegetation that is being carried out in a
particular area or whether a particular area is industrialized area or not.
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APPENDIX A
TILE DISTRIBUTION
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Tiles and State Distribution of Latitudes and Longitudes

Table 3 Individual Tiles Longitude and Latitude Distribution
TILE

Min

Max

Min

Max

Number

Longitude

Longitude

Latitude

Latitude

h08v06

-115.47

-97.77

20

30

h09v05

-117.50

-92.40

30

40

h09v06

103.90

85.12

20

30

h10v04

124.58

91.38

40

50

h10v05

104.4

80.82

30

40

h10v06

92.38

74.50

20

30

h11v04

108.9

78.32

40

50

h11v05

91.38

69.27

30

40

h11v06

80.83

63.8

20

30

h12v04

93.35

65.26

40

50

h12v05

78.32

57.72

30

40
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Table 4 Individual State Longitude and Latitude Distribution
Min

Max

Min

Max

State

Longitude (W)

Longitude (W)

Latitude (N)

Latitude (N)

AL

84.88

88.47

30.18

35.0

AR

89.65

94.62

33.0

36.5

FL

80.03

87.64

24.50

31.0

GA

80.84

85.61

30.37

34.99

MS

88.1

91.65

30.2

35.0

NC

75.5

84.32

33.83

36.6

SC

78.53

83.4

32.03

35.22

TN

81.65

90.32

35.0

36.7

TX

93.52

106.65

25.83

36.5

VA

75.25

83.7

36.53

39.5
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Table 5 Decision of Tile into Which a State Falls
State

Tiles in which the state falls

AL

h10v05

AR

h10v05

FL

h10v06 ; h10v05; h11v05

GA

h10v05 and h11v05

MS

h10v05

NC

h11v05

SC

h11v05

TN

h10v05 and h11v05

TX

h08v06; h09v06; h09v05; h10v05

VA

h11v05
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ArcMap Process Flow and NcView
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Automation of NDVI data from GeoTIFF to NetCDF
HDF
(Modis Tool)

GeoTIFF
(ArcMap)

NetCDF

Figure 58 ArcMap NDVI Extraction Process Flow for One State

The above figure is a pictorial description of how the extraction of raw NDVI
data, i.e., HDF format, is converted into ndvi.nc, the CASA input. Modis tool is used to
extract the NDVI data from a bunch of data in HDF format and saved as images. The
Arcmap tool uses this image and after a series of process converts it to netcdf NDVI
monthly files. Bash scripts later concatenate the twelve monthly files to form a single
NDVI input file. Mississippi state soil data is used as mask.
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Figure 59 ArcMap Temperature Extraction Process Flow for Ten States

The above figure shows the sequence of process that takes place in converting a
raw temperature data to form monthly files of all the states at one time. The individual
data is extracted by applying individual mask, which is the soil data mask of respective
states.
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Figure 60 NEP Plot for MS State using NcView (point values for water body)

The figure is a screenshot of NcView software tool that is used in viewing the
netcdf inputs and outputs. The screenshot is a NEP CASA output for the month of July
where a random point is chosen. Since the mask for water is assumed to be zero, a click
on

the

water

body

shows

all
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APPENDIX B
PERL AND BASH SCRIPTS
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Script 1
Take each yearly output of the CASA and break them into monthly files of the
same size as that of monthly inputs.
The following script is run as ./break.csh output.nc size
E.g.

./break.csh npp.nc 10800
#!/bin/bash

#$1 is the command line argument for the bash script
#which is the file name that one in interested in.

for file in $1
do
#the variable P is dumped into the file a01
ncdump -v P $1 > a01.cdl

#the last line i.e '}' and the 1st 34 lines
#i.e., the header of the netcdf file are removed
cat a01.cdl | head -n-1 | tail -n+33 > a02.txt

# the last characted i.e., ';' is removed
sed -e 's/;//g' a02.txt > a03.txt
done
#creating respective directories
mkdir $1_monthly
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#perl script is run with $2 being command line
#argument which is the num of elements in each month i.e.
row x column

perl BREAK_DATA.pl a03.txt $2
mv Set* $1_monthly
rm a0*
#end of program
echo "DONE with breaking the data into 12 months"

Script 2

BREAK_DATA.pl
Perl script to break the data into monthly files. The actual logic in breaking the
data is in BREAK_DATA.pl
#Counter the number of elemenets seperated by a comma

#!/usr/local/bin/perl

#/Change test.txt to the file name desired
#ARGV[0] is interested file name i.e perl test.pl ARGV[0]

ARGV[1] ...
open(handle,$ARGV[0]) || die("could not open file");
@raw_data=<handle>;
close(handle);
$counter = 0;
$current_set = 0;
$set_size = $ARGV[1]; # give the number of data to be
reterieved (here it;s 120 x 90 = 10800)
@Array_with_all_data =();
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foreach $Line_var (@raw_data)
{
chomp($Line_var);
$Line_var =~ s/^\s+//; # remove leading space
$Line_var =~ s/\s+$//; # remove trailing space
@individualdata = split(',',$Line_var); # Split each
line in comma
push(@Array_with_all_data,@individualdata);
}

for($i=0;$i<@Array_with_all_data/$set_size;$i++)
{
#Change the file name here
open(handle,'>>Set_'.$i) || die ("Could not open
file");
for($j=0;$j<$set_size;$j++)
{
if($j%7 == 0 )
{
print handle
@Array_with_all_data[$i*$set_size+$j] .","."\n";
}
else
{
print handle
@Array_with_all_data[$i*$set_size+$j].",";
}
}
}
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Script 3

ndvi_conv2nc.csh
The script converts raw input of NDVI from HDF to NetCDF format and then
extracts NDVI from the output and finally concatenates all monthly files.

#!/bin/bash

#!!!!!!!!!!!!!START PROGRAM !!!!!!!!!!!!

#********* Start of HDF to NetCDF conversion***********
for file in h*
do
cd $file
# Convert the available hdf files in to netcdf files
# the netcdf files names are the same as their
# corresponding hdf files

filelist='ls *.hdf'
for ff in *.hdf
do
ncl_convert2nc $ff
done

#*********End of HDF to NetCDF conversion*******
#********* Start of NDVI extraction *********
# intialization such that output file has distinct names
A=1
# operate on the available netcdf files

filelist='ls *.nc'
for ff in *.nc
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do
# renames the variable 1_km_monthly_NDVI to a new
variable ' P '
ncrename -v 1_km_monthly_NDVI,P $ff -O temp.nc

# extracts the data from the netcdf file corresponding
to the variable
# 'P'(the NDVI data)and saves as a netcdf file
ncks -v P temp.nc out$A.nc
A=$((A+1))
done

#********** End of NDVI extraction **********

#********** Start of NDVI data concatenation ********

# concatenate all the 12 months data of the variable
'P'(NDVI data) and saves it
# as a netcdf file
ncecat out[123456789].nc out1[0-2].nc $file.nc

#********** End of NDVI data concatenation *********

# clearing the temporary files for optimized use of hard
disk
rm temp.nc
rm out*.nc
rm 2002*.nc

cd ..
done
#!!!!!!!!!!!!! END PROGRAM!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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